THE GERMAN PACKAGING ORDER
A Model for State-lnduced Waste Avoidance?
The German Packing Order's objective to reduce and recycle packaging waste has implications weil beyond the German border. The German

govemment's efforts to articulate and implement the Order have in fact create de facto European Community policy, which in turn raises the very
delicate issues of national sovereignty and the viability of the lntemal Marke!. Should stringent "national" environmental policy take precedence
over EC legislation?
On December 1, 1991, the German Packaging Order entered into effect.[1) The guiding objective of the Order is waste avoidance; waste which
can not be avoided shall be recycled. lt is seen as a breakthrough in regulating environmental protection - a starting point for putting an end to the
waste orientated society.[2) One might wonder why packaging waste has attracted so much public attention, and whether other types of waste are
not much more important to deal with. The answer has a lot to do with German society, and the active role the Green party and nongovemmental
organizations have played in making "waste" a public concern.[3]
lt is one thing to lay down objectives and it is quite another, to make them work. Here again the German Packaging Order paves the way for a new
concept of environmental regulation.[4] Every three years beginning on August 31, 1992, the German govemment will publish the per capita
amount of waste. These figures serve as a basis for the recycling quotas which each industry must achieve. The quotas will be steadily
strengthened in order to achieve the objective of the Order.
The Order imposes a duty on industry and retailers to make them take the packaging material back. Under the German concept, industry would
have to pay for waste disposal in local German communities. The new aspect of the German Packaging Order is that industry must establish legal

means to organize the way in which packaging material is retrieved by the producer or retailer who used it first. lf the Order succeeds in building up
such a private system of waste collection and waste recycling, industry is released from the individual duty of retrieving packaging material.

The long and highly controversial debate surrounding the German Packaging Order has been over sharing responsibilities to reduce packaging
waste through self-managed collection and recovery under govemment surveillance.
Since the revision of the German Waste Actin 1986, the German govemment has tried to motivate German industry to take appropriate steps to
reduce packaging waste. The govemment chose at that time to publish non-binding guidelines in the official federal newsletter, Bundesanzeiger,
which informed industry what the government expected it to do. At that time, the German govemment insisted on its official policy of no state
intervention; however the total amount of packaging waste increased steadily, and even existing mechanisms of recycling, mainly in the beverage
industry lost importance.[5] lt is therefore fair to say that the Packaging Order is the result of industry s failure to tackle the issue without

governmental pressure.
But even when it became clear !hat the federal govemment was forced to use the regulatory power reserved for it in the Waste Act of 1986, it was
never its intent to put the issue entirely in statutory hands. In fact, in a move quite unusual for a mere order in contrast to a law, the various drafts,
predrafts and final drafts were widely and intensively discussed; in a parliamentary hearing more than 100 groups were afforded the opportunity to
express their views.[6] Politically, the Order needed the consent of the Christian Democratic-compelled Bundesrat. Nonetheless, three Christian
Democratic headed Lander govemments voted against their own party s final draft, thereby making possible a consentual solution with the Social
Democratic-headed Lander.[7] This was key, because the Order needs tobe enforced at both the Landerand at the local, community level.[8]
The Order Laid Bare
The Order is more than a well-formulated policy with only political objectives. Rather, it translates into binding law, what has been the policy of the
Federal Government since 1986. The Order is aimed at producers, suppliers and long-distance suppliers of packaging material.[9] According to
Article 1, paragraph (1), packaging shall be produced out of material which is compatible with, and which does not lead to undue burdens to, the
environment. Paragraph (2) spells out the overall objective of waste avoidance. Packaging shall be reduced to what is directly necessary for the
protection of the product; this packaging must be recycled to the greatest extent technically possible. The Order provides no further illumination of
what is meant by "directly necessary" or "technically possible." However, the objectives of Article 1 should be read in conjunction with quotas given
in the Annex for the collection and sorting of the packaging material, and the requirements for its recycling. The quotas clearly indicate what
govemment expects industry to do to realize the objectives under Article 1. Read in conjunction with the quotas, Article 1 imposes a legal
Obligation on industry.[10] This is all the more true as the quotas are bound to strict time limits.
The key question of the Order, however, is just what is meant by packaging material. The Order distinguishes between transport packaging, sales
packaging and re-packaging. Each of these categories has legal definitions. Drawing a line between transport and sales packaging seems to be
relatively easy; the real problem is likely to result from the notion of re-packaging. This refers to all additional forms of packaging which facilitate
self-service, protect the salesman against theft, or promote sales. But what is the difference between packaging for sale and packaging for
advertising?[11] One form of packaging is clearly not affected - the Order does not cover contaminated packaging material. Here a special order is
under consideration.
The differences between the three forms of packaging do not constitute mere intellectual hoop-jumping, for producers and suppliers are not
obligated to take sales packaging material back. The individual duty to take back transport packaging and re-packaging remains unaffected, which
is why retailers must provide ways for consumers to return the re-packaging material before leaving the shop. Transport packaging on the other
hand has become a subject of individual negotiations in the chain of supply. Suppliers or producers who use transport packaging are obliged to
take the material back. One of the issues which has not yet been resolved concerns the question as to what extent industry is free to organize
responsibilities and share costs, and where the Order restricts private autonomy.[12] But for now the question is moot, as industry does not want
to organize the collection, re-use or disposal of the packaging material. Seen in a broader context the problem is one of the relationship between
public law and private law in the field of industrial relations.[13]
The Duales System Deutschland
When it became clear that the German govemment had definitely decided to regulate packaging, industry lobbied for the introduction of a private
waste collection and recovery system.[14] The result was the Duales System Deutschland (DSD), a country-wide, local system for the collection of
used sales packaging. The DSD is entitled to grant producers of packaging material the right to label their products with a "green-dot" signifying
!hat they are participants in the collection system. Producers and suppliers who sign up will have to pay between two and 20 German Pfennige
depending upon the size and weight of the packaging material. These fees will help finance the DSD which in turn will manage the establishment of
a country-wide collection and recycling system.
However, the DSD is under a strict deadline to prove its effectiveness by the end of 1995. Yardsticks for determining its effectiveness are found in
the Annex to the Order, which provides for exact figures on the percentages of collection, re-sort and recycling various raw-materials. lf the DSD
fails to meet these standards, the individual obligations of producers and suppliers will reassessed. In such a case, they will again have to take the
sale packaging back individually and pay the statutory authorities for the collection and the recovery/recycling of the waste.
lt is certainly too early to evaluate the effectiveness of the new rules. Right now, problems result mainly from plastic packaging, and it is not yet
clear to what extent they can actually be recycled. There seems to be a strong inclination to export the plastic material to France and to Eastern
Europe for land-filling rather than for recycling. This runs counter to the purpose of the Order, which tries instead to set incentives for the
replacement of unrecyclable packaging material with recyclable alternatives.
Enforcement
Enforcement of the Order lies with the Lancier authorities, mainly in the hands of the ministries of environment. However, the Order does not pay
much attention to the enforcement level; the official documents to the Order refer to the general responsibilities of the Lander in enforcing the law,
but do not specifically establish appropriate mechanisms for assuring compliance.
Only one instrument supervises and controls the dual system. The ministries have to determine whether the dual systems within their territories
comply with the quotas in the Annex. This determination might be withdrawn if it becomes clear !hat the legal reql.irements are not being met. The
mechanism established goes along with the German industrial code, and Lander authorities bear an overall responsibility to check compliance, at
least in the form of test inspections. Daily control and supervision of the dual system, however, lies with the DSD which has to make sure !hat
packaging waste is collected and recycled.
The recent export of falsely declared household waste to France revealed severe deficiencies in the control executed by the DSD. One possible
way to alleviate this situation would be to introduce internal quality assessment procedures through a form of ecoauditing.[15] lt is German
tradition, however, to externalize the control and entrust Technische Uberwachungsverein (TUV) with the necessary control and supervision. TUVs
are private organizations that execute statutory testing. But, in the supervision of the DSD-system, they typically act as experts, not in a statutory
function. One might therefore assume that the German Packaging Order leads to the "privatization" of enforcement under the auspices of the
finally responsible Lander authorities. In any event, the DSD would have to pay for the control and supervision by the TUV.

Privatization vs. Environmental Protection and Social Policy
lt goes without saying !hat questions surrounding such aspects of the Order as enforcement have environmental groups very critical of the concept
and the possible outcome. They fear the privatization of a genuinely statutory task, the protection of the environment, could lead to wastedumping .[16] Endless notes and reports on the Orders deficiencies indicate that environmental groups were not completely wrong in their
predictions.[17]
The background here is not so much environmental protection alone, but social policy. So far, much of the recycling work done in Germany has
been accomplished at the grass-root level by nongovernmental organizations. Local working initiatives, as they are called, engage unemployed
workers and retrain them for recycling jobs to make them fit for the labor market. A portion of the work is funded by the sale of recycled products,
most of the time heavy metals. lf industry would take over the recyling of heavy metal, it would challenge the basics of the local worker initiatives,
thereby leaving only those areas of recyling which are to cost-intensive for private management to the social sector.
European and International Disturbance
The objective of waste "avoidance," instead of mere disposal, and the way in which it shall be achieved has attracted the attention of lawyers.
Articles on the philosophy of the Order as weil as on practical problems document the interest beyond the German borders.[18) And the
Commission of the European Community has accepted the challenge. A directive on packaging and packaging waste is in the offing dedicated to
fulfill a twofold objective: removing possible barriers to Irade which result from national packaging regulations of individual member states by
developing a European pattern for confronting household waste in the Interna! Market.[19)
At this point, the Gerrnan Directive comes under pressure from the Interna! Marke! philosophy. This is true for environmental protection but it is all
the more true for the social policy dimension inherent in the organization of the recyling process. Although the Directive is not yet adopted, the
European discussion could help to understand the international implications of a "national" solution in the overall area of waste regulation.
National Packaging R.ules as Barriers to Trade in the Interna! Market
The recent conflict between France and Gerrnany over illegal waste disposal sheds light on the difficulties in coming to grips with regulating
packaging waste nationally. Germany has raised irs standards thereby increasing the costs for industry. One of the possible reactions is dumping"
the waste in countries with lower standards at lower costs.[20) France is considering prohibiting the import of Gerrnan packaging waste in order to
stop the illegal trafficking. The classical response of the European Community in such a situation is to harmonize legislation in the member states,
so as to remove possible barriers to Irade and to define a common European level of environmental protection.
The Commission has already been challenged by Denmark in 1988, when Denmark introduced packaging regulation in the field of beverage
containers aimed at the re-use of bottles instead of disposable one-way bottles. The Commission brought the case to court and lost, because
Denmark was seen to be free to make use of environmental protection measures in a field where there was no community legislation at that
time.[21) When Germany adopted the Packaging Order the Commission again stressed its effects on Irade, as only those products could be
circulated in Germany which bear the DSD green dot. The Commission did not go to the ECR again, but instead set into motion the legislative
machinery.
The public attention given to the Commission s initiative is striking. The first pre-draft of the Environmental Directorate has already been translated
and published.[22) The second draft, again from the Environmental Directorate, is to be published soon after an agreement has been reached
among all Directorates.[23] The Commission intends total harrnonization under Article 1OOa. This means that the German Packaging Order as it
stands could not survive. Although it is not yet clear what will happen to the draft, one might easily predict conflicts between countries like Gerrnany,
the Netherlands and Denmark who will defend their national legislation which is seemingly more strict than the present European draft.[24]
Environmental groups have already blamed the Commission for relegislating environmental protection to the owest common denominator.
The objectives of the Directive are: 1) to approximate measures to be undertaken by member states to contribute to the competition of the Interna!
Marke! and to avoid obstacles to Irade, and to prevent the distortion and restriction of competition within the Community; and 2) to reduce the
overall impact of packaging on the environment by quantitative prevention and qualitative improvement, by maximizing the recovery of packaging
waste, and by minimizing the final disposal of packaging waste. The twofold orientation of the draft, the removal of barriers to trade and
improvement of environmental protection, reflect the typical bias of Community legislation to complete the Interna! Marke!. That is why the
Directive is less specific and less distinct in its perspectives than the German Order. lt is not so much waste avoidance but waste recovery !hat the
Commission has in mind.(25) This becomes clear in the terrninology: the Commission does not even mention waste avoidance explicitly, it
forrnulates waste reduction as the overall objective of the Directive. Waste reduction shall be achieved by way of recovery, but recovery is not
clearly defined. lt may cover the extremes from recycling to burning, which is a somewhat misleading definition.[26]
Regulation that the Commission intends to implement for "waste reduction" is similar to the Gerrnan Packaging Order. Article 4 formulates targets
which give shape to the objectives of the Directive. These "targets" are the equivalent to the German quotas in the Annex to the Order although
they are less stringent and leave more leeway for the member states than the German regulation.(27] Member states are free to decide by which
means they intend to achieve the targets in Article 6. lt may either be a private system or a statutory one -- all forms will be allowed, including the
private collection and recovery in the DSD provided that the different national systems do not function as barriers to Irade. They must be open for
producers, suppliers and importers of the 12 Member States so as to guarantee mutual access to the national markets.
Such thinking requires that the different systems are compatible. The Commission tries to guarantee compatibility in breaking down the targets into
"essential requirements" -- Article 8 in combination with Annex 11. Here three types of requirements are formulated: requirements specific to the
manufacture and composition of packaging, requirements specific to the reusable nature of packaging, requirements specific to the recoverable
nature of packaging. These requirements which are binding in nature shall be specified by the European standardization institutions, CEN and
CENELEC. The Commission transplants the "new approach thinking," developed in the area of technical standards into the field of environmental
protection.(28) This new-approach thinking comes near to the German proposal, the joint approach of industry and state, the working in tandem of
the private and the public sector.
The policy and the instruments proposed under the Directive may be operable only if a European-wide marking system can document compliance
with the essential requirements, enable industry to participate in the different national systems and provide the consumer with the necessary

information on what will happen to the packaging material. The final draft mentions the necessity of a marking system, but does not come up with
proposals. lt goes along with the new-approach thinking that the green dot as weil as other national symbols would have to be replaced by one
European mark. Consumer organizations, however, want more than a mere symbol which shows compliance with the "essential requirements."
They plead for a mark which clearly indicates the differences between re-usable and non-reusable packaging. Consumers would then be given at
least a chance to influence the policy of industry.[29]
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